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preface
It’s incredible how interesting I’d like to call ‘our’ world. Due to some 
movements inside BBT I’m again regularly on the road. You won’t 
believe how many interesting  things you encounter, how people 
oppose to every day problems, how we can achieve, together with our 
customers,  some, until lately, incredible targets.

We try to move our suppliers to keep the production in Europe whereas 
possible with a controllable quality. Meanwhile we try to innovate the 
productions to keep the price at a reasonable level.  It’s incredible what 
we have worked out together with our suppliers until now. In the next 
months you will be able to see it in future deliveries. The BBT label 
stands for surety for quality of course, so that you, our customers, don’t 
have to worry anymore about it.

Our customers and us, together we form a strong team.

Bob

inside BBT
After some small detour the BBT sales team is working again at full 
speed. The   solution however was found “in the house”. Frank Peeters 
has been working since quite  some time for BBT and this new job is a 
real challenge to him. Frank will help especially our German customers 
with his good knowledge of the German language. Frank is easy to reach 
by phone or by e-mail on fp@bbt4vw.com

new products
#0127-100 Four finger front valance T1 -07/60 
   (- ch 3 192 506)
#0127-150 Two finger front valance T1 08/60-07/67 
   (ch 3 192 507 – 117 999 000)

For the perfectionist who wishes to carry out the restoration or repair 
of his beloved vehicle with the original looks, BBT now has these 
qualitative, correct looking and well fitting valances for sale. This 
manufacturer has already made some nice looking panels for the air 
cooled VW fan and we are pleased to present these valences each 
from stock.

#0127-100

#0347-050 Pop-out window Type 1 08/64- (New)

From now on pop-outs are also available for Beetles as from model 
year 1965. The sets are totally new and they are delivered completely 
with spring hinge, screw plate, all mounting material, screws, nuts 
and new locks with ivory coloured knobs and exterior seals. They are 
sold per pair and are nicely packed per set in a strong cardboard box. 
Already some in stock.

#0347-050
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Outside BBT
BBT will be present at a lot of meetings during the Summer.  Of course, 
we will support our customers on those meetings, which we are 
sponsoring. Important high lights are for sure :

03-04 July Staggia Senese Italy.
23-25 July  BUG show Spa Francorchamps Belgium.
31 July/01 August Splitbus nation Wachtebeke Belgium.
20-22 August SCC Gardermoen Oslo Norway.

In case you are going to one of these meetings, just let us know, a 
personal encounter is always important to us!

#0127-150

#0347-115 Popout window latch left T1 65- (ivory)
#0347-116 Popout window latch right T1 65- (ivory)

These pop-out locks open and close the pop-out window. They have 
an ivory coloured button. They are attached on the body and must 
be connected with the window by using a special clip. They can be 
fastened or loosened by turning the knob. Sold each and complete. 
Stock already available.

#0347-115

#0347-116
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new products
#0540-100 Floor vent cover with flaps left T1
#0540-110 Floor vent cover with flaps right T1 

This part has already given headaches to many restorers of Beetle 
Sedans from the seventies. Most of the times this part has been 
disformed because of the heath of a good functioning heater or it 
can’t be used anymore due to heavy use of disassembly. Its function 
as an adjusting valve for the floor heating/frontshield heating makes 
it however essential for your Beetle. From now on BBT can deliver this 
cover each from stock in a good manufacture.

#0540-100 #0540-110

#0572-2 Front hood gasstrut kit 1303 (pair)

A frequently occurring problem with 1303 Beetles can be solved 
with this gas strut kit. Due to the design of the front hood hinges, it 
happens regularly that the guiding lath of the spring has been warped 
so that the front hood can’t be closed properly. Once it has been 
warped it can’t be repaired anymore and good straight used parts are 
consequently very difficult to find. The gas strut replaces the guiding 
lath with the spring. This problem belongs accordingly definitively to 
the past. From now on available per pair from stock.

#0572-2

#0661-121 Bulb 6V18W (2)
#0661-18 Bulb 6V/10W (1)
#0661-26 Bulb 12V/10W (1)
#0661-33 Dash bulb bayonet fit 12V/1,2W (1)

These bulbs complete our assortment, so now you can keep your 
electrical installation in top condition without any problems. Sales 
units are indicated in the description. Stock is already available

#0799-005 Body grommet for speedo cable 08/60-

This grommet is mounted on the body to run 
the speedo cable safely from the outside 
to the inside without damaging it and 
to keep the water out. So when it is 
worn, there is only one thing to do: it’s 
replacing it. We advise to replace it too 
when the speedo cable or the grommet 
of the front spindle (BBT 0799-004) are to 
be renewed. Sold each and stock is already 
available.

#0890-040 Wheel arch complete left Type 2 -10/62
#0890-050 Wheel arch complete right Type 2 -10/62

Many owners who are restoring a pre’62 model Split bus have already 
been brooding about the ideal replacement of rusty and damaged 
front wheel arches and to get a good correct substitution for them. 
These wheel arches are from now on available with BBT! We can 
deliver them in a correct fit each from stock.

#0890-040 #0890-050

#0891-275 Sliding door T2 right with window hole 
 08/73-07/79

Owners of T2 from model 
year 1974 will be helped 
with this part. Many sliding 
doors are often corroded or 
have been damaged during an 
accident or fall due to missing 
guiding parts. Reparation and/
or restoration often results in a 
labour-intensive and expensive 
cause, whereas a brand new 
original VW Brazil door can 
offer a better solution. From 
now on available from stock.

#0891-275 #1000-255 Exhaust assembly kit 19/2100 WBX 
     08/85-11/90

When replacing the exhaust system it’s almost impossible to recover 
the old gaskets in a proper way. That’s why we now have these exhaust 
assembly kits for sale for all T3/T25 4 cylinder water boxer engines in 
one set from stock.

#1000-255
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new products

#1110-100 Carburettor pro-synchronisor with 2 adaptors

With this tool you can synchronise without 
any problems the carburettors of the 
engine with double carburation. 
The synchroniser will be delivered 
with 2 adaptors, which makes that 
it can be used on a large range of 
carburettors. We advise to use 2 
synchronisers for the adjustment of 
the double carburation. From now on we 
deliver them each from stock. 

#1110-100

#1080-300 Heat exchanger left T4 1.7/1.8 08/71-07/75
#1081-300 Heat exchanger right T4 1.7/1.8 08/71-07/75
#1080-310 Heat exchanger left T4 2.0 08/75-07/79
#1081-310 Heat exchanger right T4 2.0 08/75-07/79
#1080-320 Heat exchanger left T4 2.0 05/79-07/85

#1081-320 Heat exchanger right T4 2.0 05/79-07/85
#1080-400 Heater flap left T4 1.7/1.8 08/71-07/75
#1081-400 Heater flap right T4 1.7/1.8 08/71-07/75
#1080-410 Heater flap left T4 2.0 08/75-07/85
#1081-410 Heater flap right T4 2.0 08/75-07/85

From now on the T4 drivers among us can be hold warm during cold days. The heat exchangers transmit the warmth of the exhaust to the heating 
system and the heater flaps adjust the heating stream to the inside. These parts are essential for the proper functioning of the heating in the 
vehicle and it’s also important for a good seal of the exhaust system. The exhaust and the accompanying parts are one of the most sensitive parts 
due to influences from the outside of the weather and from the inside the different parts of the exhaust are affected by soot and exhaust gas. 
Leaking heat exchangers make that exhaust gas gets inside through the heating system, which can lead to life-threatening situations. From now 
on we can deliver all these parts each from stock.

#1080-300 #1081-300 #1081-310#1080-310

#1080-320 #1081-320
#1080-400

#1081-400

#1080-410

#1081-410

#1368-300 Steering box T2 08/72-

The steering box is one of the 
most important parts of our 
beloved T2 and after 
almost 40 years of 
faithful service there is 
an increasing demand 
after a suitable 
replacement of the 
steering box in order 
to continue to travel in a 
safe way. BBT has searched 
for a long time for you after an 
appropriate price/quality replacement for the steering box. This 
one is at the outside different from the original model with the very 
recognisable wheel shaped cover, but it’s no problem with respect to 
its fit. The outgoing shaft for the assembly of the pitman arm has a 
different thread, though the correct mounting nut for the pitman arm 
will be enclosed. Available each from stock.

#1368-300
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new products
#1455-100 Bolt for IRS pivot
#1455-150 Washer for IRS pivot

From now on, we have for the fans of the IRS 
suspension these bolts and washers for 
sale. They are essential for the correct 
assembly of the rear pivot on the body. 
The old bolts and the washers are often 
corroded and/or beyond repair due to disassembly. 
Consequently it’s a must to replace them by new 
parts for security reasons. Available each separately 
from stock.

#1455-100

#1455-150

#1489-500 Mounting bolt for ‘swing’ gear box
#1489-550 Washer for mounting bolt ‘swing’ gear box

This bolt and washer are new in our 
program and they provide a solution 
during assembly of your gear box on 
the body when they were corroded 
or lost during restoration. From 
now on available each from 
stock.

#1489-500

#1489-550

#1691-100 Billet fuel pump block off (Bugpack)

This Billet block off with Bugpack logo covers 
the fuel pump hole nicely on Type1 engines 
when replacing the mechanical fuel pump 
by an electrical fuel pump. The cover 
will be delivered with the matching seal 
and Allen bolts for a flat nice looking 
finish without protruding nuts. From now 
on available each from stock.

#2000-015 Distributor cap for MSD-8485 distributor
#2000-016 Rotor for MSD-8485 distributor

The MSD ignition is since many years an established value for the 
confirmed VW engine tuner and just because of its popularity there is 
a demand for spare parts for those parts subject to wear. (As) From 
now on, BBT can deliver the distributor cap and the rotor each from 
stock.

#2000-015 #2000-016

#2005-150 Distributor cap for 25HP ‘FLAT TOP’

Till 11/1953 Volkswagen has installed 
the 25 H.P. engine on Bugs. One of 
the striking characteristics of this 
engine was the use of the flat top 
distributor cap with lateral exit. 
Through the years this part of 
the engine, which is very prone to 
wear, has been replaced many times 
or needs to be replaced once again. Old 
stocks are meanwhile completely sold 
out and good used ones can hardly be 
found. BBT has tried to find a good solution 
and as from now we can offer them in a decent 
quality from stock. Sold each.

#2000-016

#2055-100 Coil relocation kit

With this assembly clip you can 
relocate as desired your coil 
into the engine bay. The clip 
is foreseen of 2 perforations 
for the assembly between 
the existing stud/screw on the 
engine and it has 2 tapped 
screw thread parts for the 
assembly of the coil by using 
the original coil assembly clip. 
Today available each from stock.

#2055-100

#2109-500 Split manifold 30/31/34 PICT

They are back! We can offer you again these split manifolds. The 
major advantage with these manifolds is the inside work of the T-part. 
There is a gradually coming out wedge so that turbulences of the 
fuel can be avoided. Immediate consequences are a better flow and 
burning of the mixture and prevention of the freezing of the manifold. 
Today we can deliver this manifold each new from stock.

#2109-500

#2196-600 Velocity stacks covers IDF (pair)
#2197-600 Velocity stacks covers IDA (pair)
#2197-610 Velocity stacs covers Pro-Style IDA (pair)

These very practical covers for IDF and IDA carburettors can avoid a 
lot of problems. They are made of heat-resistant red flexible P.V.C. 
and they fit perfectly on the velocity stacks of the above carburettors. 
They prevent that during stops dust particles, moisture, dirt or even 
assembly parts can get into you precious carburettors or engine which 
can cause a lot of trouble and huge expenses for repair. From now on 
we can deliver them per pair from stock. 

#2196-600 #2197-600 #2197-610
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new products
#2197-550 Velocity stacks std size 48-51IDA (pair)

Due to the increasing demand after these velocity stacks, we have 
decided to take them into our assortment. Available per pair from 
stock.

#2461-25 Washer bottle Type 2 56-67

From now on the front shield window of many 
Split bus owners won’t get dirty anymore 
from dust and flies. This washer bottle 
is like original with a plug in form 
of a hydraulic pump mechanism 
in it to spray the front shield 
windows. The old washer bottle 
is often damaged or the seal 
of the pump mechanism has 
hardened. The washer bottle 
can be obtained from now 
on each from stock inclusive 2 
(spray heads) nozzles, hose, plug, 
T-piece and assembly screw.

#2461-25

#2595-14 (Chrome) Polished stainless steel wheel rings  
     (4p.) 14”

Since a long time we already had the 15” wheel rings in our program, 
but due to the persisting demand and the increasing popularity of 
buses, we have decided to add the 14” wheel rings in our program. 
These rings can be installed in an easy way by clamping in the original 
steel rims of our VW. They make the wheels look very nice. The rings 
are made of Stainless Steel and are sold from stock in a set of 4 pieces. 

#4870-121 Rear luggage rack Karmann Ghia (chrome)
#4870-021 Rear luggage rack Beetle (wood)
#4870-026 Rear luggage rack Beetle convertible (wood)

These luggage racks are already for quite some time a successful item at BBT, though until now you could only obtain them on special order in our 
shop. Meanwhile we’ve been working on our supply lines, resulting that these luggage racks have been taken into production under supervision 
of BBT, which will guarantee a better availability. From today on, there are plenty of them available each from stock. 

#4870-121

#4870-021

#4870-026

#7437-100 Side window fastener left T2 55-67 (Brazil)
#7438-100 Side window fastener right T2 55-67 (Brazil)

We already had the article mentioned above for quite some time in 
our assortment (BBT #7437/38). Because of the growing demand for 
a cheaper alternative, we deciced to offer a less expensive but still a 
nice alternative from Brazil. They are also chromed and from now on 
available each from stock.

#7437-100 #7438-100

#8762-3513 Conical screw 3.5 x 13 S/S
#8762-3516 Conical screw 3.5 x 16 S/S
#8758-04 Conical spacer M4 S/S

The assembly parts mentioned above are taken into 
our program upon explicit request of our restoration 
department. During upholstery of T2 -67 Camper buses 

conical screws and special spacers are used for the 
assembly of the wooden side upholstery panel. These screws and 
spacers are often damaged during disassembly or because they are 
too old. We have chosen to have 2 different sizes of screws at your 
disposal. Sometimes the original length of 13mm isn’t sufficient for an 
easy assembly of the panels and the rear panels are often made of a 
ticker material. Of course, the screws can also be used on for instance 
the assembly of the Deluxe mouldings on Split buses. From now on we 
can deliver these assembly parts each from stock.

#8762-3513 #8758-04
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new products
#9424 Book: Volkswagen Beetle / 
   The essential buyers guide
#9338 Book: How to restore Volkswagen Bus (T2)
#9361 Book: The dune buggy Phenomenon 2
#9390 Book: Volkswagen. The era in colour

We have again 4 new publications available which are related to our 
passion, the air cooled Volkswagen. There is something for everybody: 
Beetle, Bus, Buggy or a general survey with splendid pictures. The 
choice is yours: which one will suit the best in your VW library? Sold 
each and we have from each publication already some books available.

#9512 Flat4 original H/D generator/alternator pulley 12V

This yellow galvanised pulley, put on the market 
by Flat 4, distinguishes itself by a nice finish and 
fit, which is strongly appreciated by most of 
the VW lovers. From now on BBT can deliver 
them each from stock.

#9512

#9515 Flat4 Mesh air cleaner for IDF Weber

Flat 4 keeps innovating and they now 
present through our network a new 
air cleaner for the assembly on all 
Weber IDF carburettors. As we are 
used from Flat 4 this air cleaner 
has a very special classical look and 
it will give a little bit more effect to 
a great number of engines. The filter 
is delivered each, complete with 
wire mesh and assembly material. 
From now on available from stock.

#9515

#9539-600 F4 911 style wheel ‘DEEP6’ 6x15 (polished)

The name says it all, this ‘DEEP6’ 
Fuchs style wheel in the well-
known Flat4 quality has a great 
positive offset (35), which 
makes that the heart of 
the wheel gets far to the 
outside. The depth is at the 
inside of the wheel. The 
looks of driving with a 4,5” 
wheel will be maintained, 
whereas you can drive with 
a good wide tyre for a good 
road-holding and roadability. 
Starting from today we can 
deliver them each, centercap and 
bolts exclusive, from stock. #9539-600

no longer available

Price modifications are indicated on the 
pricelist itself!

0403 No longer available
0499-285 No longer available
0499-380 No longer available
0499-381 No longer available
0499-382 No longer available
0499-383 No longer available
0648 No longer available
1123 No longer available
1392 No longer available     
1505 No longer available
1727 No longer available
1760-1 No longer available     
1876 No longer available
2039 No longer available
2201 No longer available

2661 No longer available
2811 No longer available
9495-LE-10 No longer available
9496-00 No longer available
9530 No longer available
9532 No longer available
9690 No longer available


